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Abstract
The term ‘severe’ is a common descriptor for problem behaviour in research and practice.
However, it is often applied inconsistently, and at times based on ill-defined or arbitrary criteria.
Existing problem behaviour measurement tools often rely solely on caregiver recall (e.g.,
interviewing primary caregivers). This study explores the reliability of the first iteration of a
severity tool employing direct measurement strategies (e.g., response rate, injury severity as
evidenced by permanent product) to classify an individual’s problem behaviour severity. Nine
Board Certified Behavior Analyst (BCBA) raters were recruited, five novice raters and four
expert raters. They each experienced two conditions. In the first condition, raters classified the
severity of 20 case scenarios without access to the tool. In the second condition, raters classified
the severity of 20 novel scenarios after completing the tool for each case. All items of the tool
(n=26) had good internal consistency (∝=.831). Intraclass correlations showed a meaningful
increase in reliability for both groups when they had access to the tool (novice r=0.860, expert
r=0.912) compared to when they did not have access to the tool to rate case severity (novice
r=0.781, expert r=0.803). Most raters either strongly agreed or agreed that the severity tool had
good applicability across research and clinical settings. This suggests that inconsistencies that
may exist in the classification of severe problem behaviour could be mitigated with the proposed
tool.
Keywords: severe problem behaviour, intellectual and developmental disability, reliability,
severity scale, research tool
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Exploring the Reliability of an Objective Severity Tool to Classify Severe Problem Behaviour
Introduction
Applied Behaviour Analysis (ABA) is a scientific approach to understanding behaviour
and involves the application of learning principles to address socially significant behaviours
(Cooper et al., 2020). Regardless of the targeted behaviours (e.g., skill acquisition or behaviour
reduction), behaviour analysis emphasizes the importance of relying on objective measurement
strategies to accurately report research and clinical outcomes (Morris et al., 2013). One of the
most influential articles by Baer et al. (1987) established the seven dimensions of ABA as
guiding tenants in research and practice. Arguably, objectivity is an underlying theme across
each dimension. Adhering to the technological dimension means providing written objective
descriptions of the intervention, setting and participants. More recently, Morris et al. (2013)
reviewed important components of research in ABA and identified specific criteria required to
meet the standards of behaviour analytic literature. They identify that inclusion criteria and
participant descriptions should rely on quantitative and direct observational means. This suggests
that the use of specific terminology (i.e., severe problem behaviour) to describe participants
should adhere to the same expectations of relying on quantitative and direct measures of the
target behaviour. Direct measurement is the collection of information about a behaviour through
observation or permanent products such as property damage (Cooper et al., 2020). Direct
measurement may be considered more objective than indirect measurement because direct
measurement relies on observed events, whereas indirect measurements can be inaccurately
reported or bias (Floyd et al., 2005).
Broadly, problem behaviour can be operationalized as any behaviour which threatens the
safety and quality of life for an individual and/or their caregivers (Evers & Pilling, 2012;
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Hanratty et al., 2015; Lowe et al., 2007). Problem behaviour topography and the magnitude of
interference on an individual’s quality of life varies (Lowe et al., 2007). Typically, behaviour
analytic researchers and clinicians create specific operational definitions allowing for
individualized descriptions of topographies for observation (such as collecting data) or reporting
purposes (such as article descriptions) (Cooper et al., 2020).
For the purpose of clarity, I will use the term severe to discuss how authors use this term
as a descriptor of an individual’s problem behaviour. Although severe is a common term used to
describe the risk or magnitude of an individual’s problem behaviour, there is no agreed upon
standard for the use of this term in behaviour analysis. In fact, there are many examples of the
inconsistent use of this term across the literature (Hanratty et al., 2015). There have been indirect
measures developed to rate problem behavior (e.g., Aberrant Behaviour Checklist (ABC); Aman,
2013, Behaviour Problems Inventory (BPI); Rojahn et al., 2012); however, they cannot address
the variability and subjectivity of the term severe because indirect measurements are secondary
sources of data such as caregiver report, questionnaires, and interviews (Cooper et al., 2020).
Unfortunately, there are many drawbacks with these tools stemming primarily from their reliance
on indirect measures (Evers & Pilling, 2012; Lowe et al., 2007). Other researchers have
attempted to objectively define and classify problem behaviour by designing tools that rely on
observational data (Hanratty et al., 2015). However, many of these tools are designed for very
specific diagnoses (e.g., anxiety, depression, or autism) (e.g., The Baby and Infant Screen for
Children with autism Traits, Part 3; Hanratty et al. 2015), problem behaviour topographies (e.g.,
self-injurious, repetitive or aggressive behaviours) (Repetitive Body Focused Behavior Scale;
Selles et al., 2018), or ages (e.g., Children, Adolescents, or Adults) (The Child Behaviour
Checklist; Hanratty et al. 2015). Additionally, no tool in the literature relies entirely on objective
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means such as data collection, medical reports, or legal documentation to classify problem
behaviour severity.
Developing and empirically evaluating a severity tool that relies entirely on objective
means to classify problem behavior severity may be one way to facilitate consistent use of the
term severe across the literature. By making the use of this term accountable to quantitative
methods such as direct measurement and permanent products may help to remove bias as a factor
during behavioural assessment. Following the development of such a tool, researchers should test
their tool’s reliability given reliability is recommended as the first step before application or
validation (Koo & Li, 2016). Further, the development of a severity tool may have many
collateral implications for practitioners, researchers and stakeholders.
Intellectual and Developmental Disability
An Intellectual and Developmental Disability (IDD) is characterized by impairments
affecting adaptive functioning including social, conceptual, and practical domains (Baker, 2017).
Language deficits and communication disorders are common with this diagnosis and may bring
about a wide range of problem behaviour (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). These
impairments are first noticed during the developmental period and may affect both physical and
cognitive development (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). The prevalence of IDD is
approximately 1% of the general population with varying statistics across age groups and
ethnicities (American Psychiatric Association, 2013; Friedman et al., 2018). Lifetime costs of
health and social care resources for these individuals are estimated to be 2.4 million (Emerson,
2010). The degree of impairment is typically measured by adaptive functioning rather than
standardized intelligence testing, and presents differently for each individual (Baker, 2017).
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Neurodevelopmental disorders such as Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and Attentiondeficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) are included in this group.
Problem Behaviour in Persons with Intellectual Developmental Disabilities
Common broad topographies of problem behaviour include aggression, self-injury,
property destruction, inappropriate social or sexual conduct, non-compliance, motor or vocal
stereotypy, and inappropriate consumption of non-edible objects (pica) (Emerson, 2001; Poppes
et al., 2010). Problem behaviours often have many negative effects on the individual and their
caregivers such as physical injury, chronic pain, social isolation, and physical abuse (Evers &
Pilling, 2012; Poppes et al., 2010). Lasting consequences such as a restriction to personal
development and poor community integration often coincide with problem behaviour (Poppes et
al., 2010).
Poppes et al. (2010) report that individuals with IDD are three to five times more likely to
engage in severe problem behaviours. Further, the prevalence of severe problem behaviour in
persons with an IDD have been estimated at 10%-15%. However, statistical accuracy may be
questionable due to ambiguous and subjective descriptions (Evers & Pilling, 2012; Lowe et al.,
2007). For example, Lowe et al. (2007) reviewed three studies that claimed different statistics of
severe problem behaviour. The authors attributed differences to the generality of definitions used
in the literature and the lack of objective definitions to adequately identify the inclusion or
exclusion of specific topographies.
Limitations of Qualitative and Quantitative Participant Descriptions in the Literature
Qualitative
Behaviour analytic journals include participants described as engaging in severe problem
behaviour. However, authors often used this term in situations featuring vastly different
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participant profiles (Foxx, 2003; Hausman et al., 2009; Lowe et al., 2007). Authors commonly
associate severe with terms such as dangerous but fail to provide any specific objective
definition or behavioural anchor for this term (Bonner & Borrero, 2019). Other authors rely on
caregiver report alone to establish severity. For example, both Knight et al. (2019) and Fritz et al.
(2013) attributed the severity of participant’s problem behaviour with teacher testimonials and
observations but did not provide any measures, quantitative or qualitative, to support their claim
of labeling participant’s behaviour as severe. Although often used, reliance on caregiver recall
can be inaccurate (Fahmie & Iwata, 2011). Therefore, observations should be supplemented with
quantitative measurement such as data collection on the rate of problem behaviour occurrences.
However, there are problems with this solution if it is carried out in isolation. That is, when only
one behavioural dimension is used to classify severe problem behaviour.
Some researchers identify severity solely on the topography of problem behaviour.
Bonner and Borrero (2019) distinguished severe problem behaviour by identifying the
topography of aggression only, with no description of specific behaviours or an operational
definition (e.g., hitting, scratching, punching). By contrast, Poppes et al. (2010) identified that
severe problem behaviours included aggression, self-injurious behaviour (SIB), and stereotypic
behaviour. Fahmie and Iwata (2011) then contradicted this when they conducted a review to
determine the frequency with which precursors have been reported in the severe problem
behaviour literature. Specifically, they excluded stereotypic behaviours because they claimed this
topography was not considered severe due to the limitation of bodily harm to the individual and
caregivers. With no agreed upon understanding of problem behaviour severity, the term severe
cannot serve as an effective descriptor of problem behaviour.
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Quantitative
I use the term cut-off to describe a specific quantitative value to determine or classify a
problem behaviour as severe or not severe. Although some researchers have applied various
quantitative techniques to justify a participant’s severe label (e.g., Emerson et al., 2001; Roscoe
et al., 2013); descriptions informing the quantitative techniques may be vague (Jessel et al.,
2018; Lowe et al., 2007), ambiguous (Bonner & Borrero, 2019; Lowe et al., 2007), ill-defined or
reference arbitrary cut-offs. For example, Oropeza et al. (2018) used injury to caregivers as a
measure of severity. They demonstrated that when rates of aggression increased, the likelihood
of caregiver injury also increased, and therefore linked behaviour response rate to caregiver
injury. However, they also assigned a vague cut-off, such that the paper did not reveal what the
cut-off was or provide rationale. Specifically, they discussed that there could be an increase in
severity with an “increased intensity of aggression” (Oropeza et al., 2018, p. 685) but had not
assigned a specific value of increase in frequency or magnitude. Similarly, Schmidt et al. (2014)
claimed to define problem behaviour severity by the most frequently occurring behaviour. Along
with no empirical validation, they did not provide any information on the frequency of
occurrence or cut-off that informed their classification.
Physical trauma has also been referenced as a measure for severity of SIB. Roscoe et al.
(2013) developed an objective measurement system to classify hand-mouthing severity by
referring to physical trauma such as swelling, bruising, or a requirement of protective equipment
to prevent injury. Their tool functioned within the context of their study however, their goal was
problem behavior reduction rather than developing a severity tool. Although they did not assess
their measures’ validity, Roscoe et al. (2013) is one of the few studies that attempted to assess
reliability with one independent observer.
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Lowe et al. (2007) conducted a study to determine problem behaviour prevalence to
classify severity. They developed a five-point scale applied across 1802 participants’ problem
behaviour. In this scale 1=serious, (i.e. occurring daily, and/or the client is usually excluded
from activities, and requires physical intervention by caregiver, and/or leads to major injury or
damage to caregiver, self or others, 2=serious but controlled, (i.e., there are existing planned
procedures), 3= moderate (i.e., frequency is serval times weekly, and/or the person is excluded
from activities, requires occasional physical intervention by caregiver, and/or results in injury to
caregiver, self or others, 4=lesser, (i.e., it does not occur often, and/or is not usually excluded
from activities, and/or caregiver is usually not required for physical intervention, and/or does not
lead to major injury to caregiver, self, or others, and 5=None, (i.e., not the person’s typical
behaviour). Although their means of categorizing problem behaviour included observable
reporting, their five-point scale was not evaluated for reliability or validity. Similarly, their scale
is subjective in how a rater may conceptualize “often” or “major injury”. This scale also does not
address other areas of restriction in an individual’s life such as living arrangements or pending
legal charges related to their problem behaviour (e.g., assault). Evers and Pilling (2012)
evaluated the severity of 45 participants’ problem behaviour on a five-point Likert scale with 1=
indicating a behaviour causing ‘minimal problems’ to 5= indicating a behaviour causing
‘serious problems’. The authors did not require respondents to provide quantitative information
(e.g., information based on daily data collection) to inform participant behaviour rating and, thus
discussed accuracy limitations resulting from reliance on respondent knowledge.
A study by Emerson et al. (2001) features one of the most comprehensive definitions of
severe problem behaviour as a behaviour that:
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Caused more than minor injury to themselves or others or destroyed their immediate living
or working environment; or showed behaviours at least once a week that required the
intervention of more than one member of caregiver to control, or placed them in danger, or
caused damage which could not be rectified by care caregiver or caused more than one
hour’s disruption; or showed behaviours at least daily that caused more than a few minutes
disruption. (p. 78)
Unfortunately, this definition has no validity or reliability in their established cut-offs.
Many articles using the term severe to describe participant problem behaviour lack in-depth
detail, making articles that do include this information exceptionally noteworthy. Foxx (2003)
offered comprehensive descriptions and included specific examples of how the problem
behaviour impacted the environment, noting damages as consequences of the target behaviour,
lifestyle restrictions, and incurred bodily harm. Although important and helpful, comprehensive
definitions highlighting many components associated with problem behaviour severity may fall
short of including measurable dimensions, use vague terminology (e.g., “minor injury”), and
cannot eliminate subjectivity or promote consistent use of the term across the field.
Existing Tools and Subjective Reporting Limitations
As mentioned above, an operational definition of severity may not suffice given the range
of behaviour topographies, engagement intensity and magnitude. Researchers have designed and
validated reliable scales for problem behaviour (Aman, 2013; Hanratty et al., 2015). However,
most existing measures of problem behaviour rely on Likert scales and indirect measurements
(Rojahn et al., 2003; Rojahn et al., 2012). One of the most widely used tools in research and
clinical settings is the ABC (Aman, 2013; Hanratty et al., 2015). This tool was originally
developed to evaluate the treatment effects of psychotropic medication on problem behaviour
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(Newton & Sturmey, 1988). Although it continues to be used for this purpose, it has also shown
to be useful across other applications including examining the psychometric characteristics of
other comparable measures, environmental variables to problem behaviours, and evaluating an
individual’s quality of life (Aman, 2013). The tool consists of 58 items where caregivers score a
range of 0= not at all a problem to 3=the problem is severe in degree and include five subscales:
(1) irritability, (2) lethargy/social withdrawal, (3) stereotypic behaviour, (4) hyperactivity/
noncompliance, and (5) inappropriate speech (Newton & Sturmey, 1988). The ABC has
demonstrated strong construct validity and applicability across ages 6 and older (Newton &
Sturmey, 1988). Unfortunately, this scale relies solely on indirect systems of measurement (i.e.,
Likert rating scale) and, thus the interrater reliability and test-retest reliability ranges from low
.50s to high .90s (Aman, 2013). It is possible that these ranging values may result from the tool’s
reliance on Likert scale responding. Although rating scales represent a valid method for many
tools across disciplines, the test-retest and interrater reliability are commonly affected by
subjective responding and a reliance on caregiver recall (Lowe et al., 2007). This may ultimately
limit the utility of the ABC.
Another standardized rating form developed by Zarcone and her colleagues in 2016 is
called the Treatment Intensity Rating Form (TIRF). The purpose of the TIRF was to measure,
and ultimately inform respondents, of the intensity or complexity of either behavioural or
psychotropic interventions in the context of problem behaviour crisis management. This scale
consists of 10 items with three subscales: (1) pharmacological interventions, (2) behavior
supports, and (3) protective equipment. This scale also emphasizes the distinction of intensity
and intrusiveness as the main measure. Each of the items are scored with a 5-point rating scale 0
= less intrusiveness and low intensity, while a score of 5= more intrusive and generally higher
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intensity. Although Zarcone et al. (2016) found that this scale had good face validity, the
behavioural anchors and objective reporting for the behaviour specifically is not addressed. That
is, the scale inquiries about the methods of the intervention (e.g., if the intervention features
restraints), rather than the behaviour itself. Additionally, the reliability of this scale was only
evaluated by calculating percentages of agreement across two raters. Thus, agreement was likely
to produce reliability above zero since the sample size of raters were small (N=2) and both raters
were of similar training (i.e., both master level raters) (Hallgren, 2012). Finally, the scale was not
developed to evaluate the client or the severity of problem behaviour specifically, instead it
evaluates the intervention. Although they do not aim to define severe problem behaviour
specifically, they do discuss the relation of their responses which may attribute to severity
(Zarcone et al., 2016). For example, they discuss that a treatment plan with lower staffing ratios
may be a good behavioural anchor of considering a behaviour less severe.
Rojahn et al. (2012) developed a similar 32-item behaviour rating scale, the BPI, to
evaluate the occurrence of problem behaviour. This scale was primarily developed for
individuals with IDD 2 years of age or older, and consists of three subscales: SIB, stereotyped
behaviour, and aggressive/destructive behaviour. The BPI alludes to the importance of objective
reporting with the inclusion of a five-point rating scale (0= never to 5=hourly) for each item.
This scale also includes a four-point severity scale of 0=not a problem to 3=a severe problem.
Some researchers have evaluated the effectiveness of specific subsections such as SIB and found
acceptable reliability and validity (Sturmey et al., 1995). Drawbacks to this tool are the reliance
on caregiver report. Although authors use some quantitative aspects such as the rate of
occurrence, they do not require raters to collect data. The tool also focuses on the rate of problem
behaviour and does not address the wide range of dimensions that may contribute to problem
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behaviour severity (e.g., criminal charges, housing restrictions, restraints). Third, this tool was
not developed to classify severity given they did not establish a reliable or validated cut-off. Kim
et al. (2018) attempted to address the BPI’s shortcomings by completing the Child Behavior
Checklist in addition the BPI. Kim et al. (2018) argued that these scales independently are unable
to adequately measure severity of problem behaviour because they rely too heavily on the
frequency of the problem behaviour rather than more diverse aspects. The authors suggest the
use of data collection to improve accuracy of severity rating.
A fourth established scale for rating problem behaviour is the Clinical Global Impression
(CGI) scale designed for children, adolescence and adults to quantify and track treatment
progress in clinical settings (Busner & Targum, 2007). The CGI scale features two subscales of
severity and improvement. The severity subscale utilizes a seven-point Likert scale (1= normal,
not at all ill, 2= borderline mentally ill, 3= mildly ill, 4= moderately ill, 5= markedly ill, 6=
severely ill, and 7= among the most extremely ill patients) to measure the individual’s
responding. Coincidentally three of the four scales, ABC, BPI, and CGI, include the term severe
in their rating scales but neglect to objectively define the term or assign a behavioural anchor for
rationale of scoring. Additionally, they all encourage direct observation before or during the
completion of the scale, while no literature reports whether raters are trained in data collection
(Aman, 2013; Rojahn et al., 2012). Lastly, they all utilize Likert scale responding which can
confound a tool’s dimension of content and intensity while increasing measurement error (Hodge
& Gillespie, 2003).
Various tools have been developed to quantify and understand the extent of physical
trauma and injury as a result of problem behaviour. The Abbreviated Injury Scale (Committee on
the Medical Aspects of Automotive Safety, 1971), and the Injury Severity Score (Baker et al.,
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1974; Barancik & Chatterjee, 1981) attempted to determine cut-offs for severity through
outcomes of trauma an individual experienced by referencing mortality rates. However, these
scales do not address severity from a multidimensional lens; specifically, the behaviour’s impact
on treatment outcomes, existing social restrictions, or legal history. Therefore, its application in
clinical practice may be low (Palmer et al., 2016). Alternatively, these scales can offer rationale
in determining cut-offs to aid in designing tools.
Risk is commonly associated with determining severity. As described above, Ricciardi
and Rothschild (2017) designed a behavioural risk assessment they also refer to as a screening
tool for behaviours of concern to objectively identify the risk of problem behaviour for
individuals with IDD. The tool features problem behaviour components such as topography,
intensity, settings, and health complications as a result of problem behaviour. They feature yes
and no questions rather than the typical Likert scale responding and incorporate observational
data. This scale identifies whether the behaviour has occurred or not but fails to prompt raters to
report on specific problem behaviour characteristics such as the extent of injury to inform
problem behaviour intensity. For example, they feature questions associated with risk to the
caregiver or individual as rationale to establish problem behaviour severity but do not note the
specific extent of injury. They also feature an ordinal scale for respondents to rate whether the
behaviour occurs presently, in the past, never before, or no sufficient information exists. This
could result in overestimating the occurrence or topographies of behaviour because these
classifications do not include quantitative behavioural anchors or specific times to keep their
responding consistent. Therefore, this scale cannot facilitate classifying severity. Finally, the
scale’s reliability and validity has not been evaluated.
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The Influence of Rater Characteristics on Reliability
Rater consistency in assessment tools have been noted as an issue in clinical settings
(Chen et al., 2016). In fact, rater characteristics such as the degree of experience in content
related to the assessment have been shown to impact the reliability of results (Chen et al., 2016;
Zarkada & Regan, 2018). Chen et al. (2016) compared assessment reliability between expert and
novice rater groups and found significantly higher inter-rater reliability within the expert rater
group. Specifically, researchers have reported that raters with more experience tend to give lower
and more critical scores (Gulgin & Hoogenboom, 2014; Villalobos et al., 2014). Some have
attributed this to experienced individuals’ tendency to pay attention to a wider scope of aspects
(Villalobos, et al., 2014). Differences in collecting information to inform assessments can further
decrease reliability (Chen et al., 2016).
Randsborg and Sivertsen (2012) evaluated reliability in three groups of doctors: (1) junior
registrars, (2) senior registrars and (3) orthopedic consultants. They found that clinicians with
more experience achieved higher reliability scores and more consistency. A triaging tool for
spinal cord cases was evaluated in hospital settings and found similar results of experts compared
to non-experts having more reliable scores (Lwu et al., 2010). Similarly, when Dracobly et al.
(2017) evaluated the reliability of caregivers versus experts’ completion of an indirect
assessment regarding problem behaviour; the Functional Assessment Screening Tool (FAST),
they found that experts had much stronger reliability and accuracy for determining the correct
function of the problem behaviour. Further confirming that experience of an assessor may
strongly impact the results.
Incorporating objectivity within a scale may decrease these sources of variability.
Notably, the medical field is where most of the research has been conducted assessing tools
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while also evaluating and identifying rater inconsistency as a product of rater experience. To my
knowledge, the only behavioural literature to assess rater consistency used an indirect tool
compared experts to caregivers (Dracobly et al., 2017). Further, it seems as though no
behavioural research has evaluated the effects of rater experience on reliability of a(n)
direct/objective behaviour analytic scoring tool. Developing measurement systems for clinical
use should prioritize assessing reliability (Koo & Li, 2016). Although reliability does not equate
validity, a valid tool must first demonstrate reliability (Tavakol & Dennick, 2011). Given the
field of behaviour analysis is largely comprised of certified clinicians with less than 5 years of
experience (Deochand & Fuqua, 2016) this may be especially relevant.
Interestingly, not all of the established tools for measuring problem behaviour mention
statistically evaluating internal consistency. Cronbach’s alpha is a measure of internal
consistency and a generally accepted test for evaluating the contribution of each item in a tool
(Tavakol & Dennick, 2011). Kim et al. (2018) was the one of the few authors to employ
Cronbach’s alpha to evaluate a novel tool assessing problem behaviours in individuals with
ASD. Generating alpha coefficients is considered an acceptable way to understand how each
item in a tool contributes to the overall reliability of the tool and informs which items may need
to be re-evaluated or removed in future iterations.
Rationale for a Behaviourally Anchored Tool
The term severe should be reserved for only the most high-risk, complex cases. Problem
behaviours are comprised of many facets individually contributing to the behaviour’s impact or
quality of life interference. Thus, as previously mentioned an operational definition alone would
not suffice for classifying severity because it cannot communicate all facets of interference or
generate a means to standardize comparison across cases (Donenberg & Baker, 1993; Lach et al.,
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2009; McIntyre et al., 2002). The absence of a behaviourally anchored tool may also interfere
with researchers’ and clinicians’ capacity to make data driven decisions, such as using evidence
to triage individuals and/or justification for applying specific intervention strategies. This gap in
the literature may in turn devalue the use of the term severe as a problem behavior descriptor, or
even mislead clinicians reviewing the literature in an effort to inform their intervention practices.
For example, when no objective, standardized way to classify severe aggression exists, a
clinician may rely on a research-base suggesting a specific course of action that is ill-suited for
the issues their client is currently presenting with. The consistent application of this term in the
literature may help clinicians find and employ relevant, evidence-based techniques that align
with clientele who present with similar participant profiles as those presented in research.
Clinical Applications
Another potential benefit of developing an objective severity tool may be exemplified by
Sival et al. (2000). The authors had the head nurse of each ward complete an objective
behavioural rating tool for aggression (the Social Dysfunction and Aggression Scale; SDAS)
weekly for one month. Medication was administered at the discretion of the head nurse in
relation to the behavioural occurrences. Following the regular assessment of patient’s target
behaviour, the researchers observed an overall decrease in prescribed psychotropic medications
in 63 patients with problem behaviour. They reported that although participant’s score on the
SDAS did not change, prescriptions for psychotropic medications significantly decreased from
0.8 to 0.6. Authors concluded that changes in the nurses’ management of the behaviours when
regularly using the rating tool may have led to a decrease in medicating patients. Silva et al.
(2000) demonstrated the potential added value of a small and specialized scale which highlights
the possibility of greater impact of a more generally applicable severity tool.
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Improving Triaging
Reliably classifying problem behaviour may pave the way to better triaging systems for
admission to treatment beds that are in high demand. Additionally, this may justify the use of
more intrusive procedures at the outset of programming. For example, high-risk, dangerous
behaviours (like those described in Foxx, 2003) may require restrictive (e.g., mechanical
restraints), or aversive (punishment) protocols at the outset of treatment to gain sufficient control
over the problem behaviour. Similarly, individuals exhibiting severe problem behaviour are
recommended to have more hours allotted for behavioural treatment (Busch et al., 2019). An
empirically evaluated, and generally agreed upon cut-off, afforded by a severity tool informed by
direct observation methods may support clinicians in expediently gaining permissions to apply
more restrictive measures rather than prolonging permissions which may place individuals and
caregivers at greater risk.
Finally, individuals with severe problem behaviours are more likely to be prescribed a
higher dosage of psychotropic medications for behavioural sedation (Deb et al., 2015; Evers &
Pilling, 2012). Common treatments for problem behaviour in persons with IDD are either
behaviour analytic, psychopharmacological or the concurrent application of both (Baker, 2017;
Deb et al., 2007; Deb et al., 2015). Although behavioural interventions have been shown to be
successful and cost effective for problem behaviour (Sturmey & Didden, 2014), Deb et al.
(2007) reported that between 20%-47% of individuals with IDD were prescribed psychotropic
medication, while 14%-30% of those individuals were receiving this medication for reduction in
problem behaviour. Despite subjecting severe problem behaviour cases to the most intrusive and
restrictive procedures (Deb et al., 2015; Hanratty et al., 2015), only vague and subjective
descriptions classifying problem behaviour severity exist (Emerson, 2001; Lowe et al., 2007).
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Although problem behavior severity should not be the sole rationale for psychopharmacological
treatment, it may be reasonable to use a fully developed severity tool informed by direct
measurement as one element determining eligibility for polypharmacy. The continued
inconsistent use of this term establishes a risk of under, or overestimating participant problem
behaviour (Murphy et al., 2009).
Improving Analysis and Replication in Research
Along with the gap for a reliable measure in practice, researchers also have an obligation
to apply this term objectively to adequately describe participant problem behaviours, as well as
reliably reporting severe problem behavior prevalence promoting research replication. In
addition, a tool will eliminate the need for researchers to rely on different methods, as well as on
caregiver report alone, to classify severity when conducting severe problem behaviour reviews or
meta-analysis (Cox et al., 2020; Fahmie & Iwata, 2011; Fritz et al., 2013; Poppes et al., 2010).
Some authors have claimed a problem behaviour is severe based on author consideration
alone. For example, the researcher would consider a participant’s problem behaviour severe
without describing their behaviour or identifying any dimension of the behaviour (e.g., frequency
or physical trauma) to justify the severe label (Berg et al., 2016). Authors have even published
articles claiming severe problem behaviour in the title while making no mention of the word in
the target behaviour descriptions (Hausman et al., 2009). Applied behavior analytic research
needs to embrace the consistent use of terminology describing participant profiles. Continually
neglecting to do so may undermine bridging the gap between research and practice.
Study Purpose and Research Objectives
The term severe is used inconsistently across behavioural literature (Lowe et al., 2007).
Many researchers have highlighted the need for an objective tool to classify problem behaviour
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for both research and clinical purposes (Evers & Pilling, 2012; Lowe et al., 2007). Therefore, the
purpose of this research project was to explore the utility of an objective severity tool.
Specifically, I explored:
Research Objectives
1. Which tool items meaningfully contributed to Cronbach’s alpha coefficient?
2. If the severity tool impacted interrater reliability across novice and expert clinician
raters?
3. If the severity tool impacted interrater reliability within novice and expert clinician rater
groups?
4. If raters reported the tool as acceptable for clinical and research settings?
Hypothesis
1. I expected all items to contribute well to Cronbach’s alpha with values between .75 to
.90.
2. I expected severity tool access would improve interrater reliability across novice and
expert clinician raters.
3. I expected severity tool access would improve interrater reliability within novice and
expert clinician raters.
4. I expected participants would rate the tool as moderate to highly acceptable and
recognize the added value it could have in relation to its potential uses.
Method
Participants and Recruitment
I recruited nine BCBAs. There were five participants in the novice group, and four
participants in the expert group. Participant inclusion criterion was a BCBA, or Board Certified
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Behavior Analysts – Doctorate (BCBA-D) certification in good standing. Participants were asked
to provide their BCBA certificant number, which I checked against the Behavior Analyst
Certification Board Inc. (BACB) database. Participants with an ‘inactive’ status were not eligible
to participate. Other certifications through the BACB such as Registered Behavioral Technicians
(RBT) and Board Certified assistant Behavior Analysts (BCaBA) were excluded. Participant age
and gender was irrelevant and therefore not documented.
I recruited participants by (1) circulating e-mail invitations distributed via professional
behaviour analytic groups (e.g., Ontario Association for Behaviour Analysis, Association for
Behaviour Analysis International), (2) distributing flyers at dissemination events, and (3) posting
electronic flyers through professional development activities such as annual conferences (e.g.,
Ontario Association for Behaviour Analysis Annual Convention, November 2019; Association
for Behavior Analysis International, May 2020).
Materials
All communication between the researcher and participants were through email and all
study materials were distributed digitally, accessible via a computer or mobile device.
I used two sets of 20 equally complex case scenarios (40 total case scenarios) (see
Appendix A for select examples). To enable randomization, I developed 60 case scenarios (30
scenarios with unspecified severity and 30 with behaviours coined as severe). I used an online
number generator to randomly assign 40 scenarios that would be used in the study. To ensure
scenarios were equal in complexity, all scenarios were informed by published behaviour analytic
problem behaviour literature with a purpose of decreasing behavioural occurrences. That is, the
development of scenarios relied primarily on the participant profiles provided in the studies;
often including age, target behaviour, communication abilities, previous interventions, and living
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conditions. Infrequently, some hypothetical details were added to ensure equality across both sets
and enough data to complete the tool (e.g., adding baseline responding). Participants were
instructed to use the information from the scenarios as if the descriptions were all informed by
direct observation or permanent products.
Each participant evaluated 20 scenarios during one condition (no tool access), then
evaluated 20 novel scenarios during the second condition (tool access). I randomized the order of
case appearance within both conditions. Both sets of scenarios had the same ratio of case
severity. That is, 50% referenced from articles describing the problem behaviour as severe and
50% referenced from articles wherein authors did not specify problem behaviour severity.
Scenarios were also brief in length with paragraphs ranging from 200 to 300 words.
Measurement
I created two surveys (i.e., demographic survey and social validity questionnaire) and one
measurement tool (i.e., severity tool). Participants completed these through a widely used online
survey application, Qualtrics. Participants were sent an email with a direct link to the survey and
responses were automatically uploaded upon completion.
Demographic Survey
The brief demographic survey (see Appendix B) consisted of seven multiple choice and
one short answer question about participants’ clinical experience. The survey featured questions
about the participant’s certification date, employment history, clinical settings, years of
experience working with persons with disabilities, and the client population served. Participant
survey responses informed group membership (i.e., expert or novice). For example, a BCBA
demonstrating a wide range of experience with different client ages, diagnosis, and settings could
be considered an expert rater while a recently certified BCBA with limited experience in these
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areas may have been considered a novice rater. These group assignments did not reflect the
BCBAs capacity as a practitioner, rather it served as an indicator of experience with problem
behaviour cases.
A Proposed Severity Tool
I created the current iteration of the tool by consulting relevant literature, which informed
the inclusion of necessary domains and items to address the many facets that may impact an
individual’s problem behaviour severity. The severity tool (see Appendix C) is a weighted
questionnaire comprised of six multiple choice and 20 yes or no questions (26 items total). Only
one response could be selected for each question. This method of close-ended responding was
required because of the tool’s reliance on permanent products and direct observation (e.g., data
collection, past or current tissue damage, billing, or documentation). Therefore, the tool
represented an objective measure of problem behaviour, and thereby should avoid ambiguous
questions or subjectivity in responses. For example, an individual either does or does not have
2:1 caregiver ratio. Similarly, assault charges have or have not been laid against an individual
(pending or otherwise).
Subscales
The questionnaire had four problem behavior domains. Frequency, chronicity, intensity,
and legal and environmental restrictions (environmental restrictions, criminal justice system
involvement, etc.). These subsections aimed to evaluate the dimensions, effects, and restrictions
imposed because of an individuals’ problem behaviour. The frequency domain relied on user
responses informed by a systematic data collection process (e.g., daily data collection). Although
Aman (2013) recommended observable data collection such as frequency of the problem
behaviour as a vital step before and during the completion of behavioural tools, their tool itself
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did not rely on direct observation to be completed. Chronicity pertained to the effectiveness of
past interventions and relied on treatment history documentation. Taylor et al. (2011) discusses
chronicity being most often found in well-established and severe behaviour cases. Although
these authors were speaking to the topography of SIB, this characteristic may help inform any
problem behaviour topographies. This is because it focused on failed treatment plans which
could indicate persistent and well-established behaviour. Frequency and chronicity did not
contain any subsections.
There were three subsections in the intensity domains, including: functional analysis,
physical damage, and property damage. Previous literature used components featured in the
tool’s items to justify severity of behaviour such as Foxx (2003). These authors referenced
behavioural outcomes such as social isolation and body harm. Roscoe et al. (2013) also
attempted to justify severity with tissue damage and other effects resulting from the behaviour’s
occurrence. Similarly, Emerson et al. (2001) based the severity of an individual’s problem
behaviour by the degree of property damage. These items inquired about the physical trauma
resulting from problem behaviour occurrences and risk to the individual or caregivers.
Responding across these items would require documentation of the individual’s history. For
example, past treatment data or reports would note whether a behaviour reduction intervention
was successful or unsuccessful, receipts for property damage would inform the value of
damages, and medical or police reports would note the impact of behavioural incidents. The case
scenarios used mentioned any applicable documentation for participants to address these items.
Finally, there were three subsections within legal and environmental restrictions: (1)
legal, (2) residence restrictions, and (3) community and resource access. A history with the
judicial system and environmental restrictions have been a commonly mentioned characteristics
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of severe problem behaviour. Evers and Pilling (2012) discussed that access to services and
community facilities are often restricted to individuals with more severe problem behaviour.
These authors also discussed higher severity in cases involving the judicial system. Restriction in
living accommodations such as locked inpatient settings have also been noted as characteristic of
more severe problem behaviour (Pilling et al., 2015). The residence/environmental restrictions
items require respondents to consider existing specialized housing requirements (e.g., plexi-glass
windows, locked half-doors) or intentional exclusion from the community as a result of problem
behaviour and select a response.
Weighting
I assigned item weights in accordance with the behaviour analytic literature, and other
relevant sources (see Appendix D) (e.g., Emerson et al., 2001; Fahmie & Iwata, 2011; Rojahn et
al., 2012). For example, Lowe et al. (2007) considered problem behaviour more severe when
multiple caregivers were needed to supervise the individual. Rojahn et al.’s (2012) description of
mild, moderate and severe destructive behaviour also helped to determine the weighting
distribution of items in the property damage subsection. Blenkush and O’Neill (2020) consider a
problem behaviour severe if it interferes with social development, skill acquisition, and
education. These authors also mentioned that behaviours resulting in placements within longterm residential or hospital-based settings were also likely severe behaviours.
The maximum sum of the severity tool rating is 40. The tool must be completed in its
entirety, and there is no option to skip an item. If a question does not apply to the target
individual, the behaviour topography, or no explicit answer was provided in the scenario - the
rater should default to a response of no. This would equate to a score of 0 for that item. Notably,
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Rojahn et al. (2012) recommended defaulting to 0 as the best method for any nonapplicable or
missing data in the established BPI scale.
Social Validity
A brief social validity questionnaire (see Appendix E) included five close-ended Likertscale questions. Participants responded from 1 – strongly agree to 5 – strongly disagree. The
purpose of this questionnaire was to gain insight on the application of the tool as well as the
clarity of items. The final question was open-ended to provide an opportunity for participants to
suggest ideas on how to refine or improve the tool.
Procedures
Determining Sample Size
To determine an appropriate sample size for a modified pre-post group design, I reviewed
the literature and conducted a power analysis. Of note, generalization was sacrificed due to the
nonrandomized rater feature. I conducted a power analysis using a statistical application called
g*power. I assigned a significance level of 0.05, power of .80, with a correlation value of .90.
The outcome suggested this study’s design required approximately four participants per group to
conduct a meaningful analysis.
Demographic Survey
Figure 1 depicts the study procedure. When participants returned a completed consent
form (see Appendix F), I distributed the demographic survey through an online questionnaire.
Once participants, henceforth referred to as raters, completed this survey, I assigned them to one
of the two groups (novice or expert). An expert rater must self-report a minimum of 5 years
regularly working experience with severe problem behaviour (item 2) (see Appendix A) and
have been certified for 5 years or more (Behavior Analyst Certification Board, 2017; Chen et al.,
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2016; Villalobos, et al., 2014). They must also report experience with more than one age group
(e.g., under 6 years old, and between 6 to 12 years old), or one age group over the age of 12
years (item 4; Appendix A). Lastly, they must report experience with clients across two or more
settings as a BCBA (Item 5; Appendix A). Raters who did not meet the criteria of an expert were
automatically assigned to the novice group.
Rating Case Scenarios
I distributed the first group of 20 scenarios (see Appendix A) through a new (second)
link. Raters were asked to review each case and rate scenario severity (i.e., severe or not severe)
using only their clinical judgement to guide responses. After raters completed the first 20
scenarios, they received a third link to the second group of 20 scenarios. Raters were invited to
complete the severity tool (see Appendix C) for each scenario; after completing the entire tool
for each scenario they were immediately prompted with the question “Is this case severe or not
severe?” and expected to select their response. Each of the cases were displayed on the same
page as the questions for each subsection of the tool and appeared once again when asked to rate
the severity. The rater was not provided with the final score of the severity tool for any scenarios.
The surveys were designed with a three-week time limit after starting and no option to leave
items unanswered.
Socially Validity Questionnaire
Once raters had completed their second group of case scenarios, they received the fourth
and final electronic link to the social validity measure (Appendix E).
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Results
Fulfilling the current study’s purpose required multiple components of analyses,
including: (1) Mann-Whitney, (2) Cronbach’s alpha, and (3) four intraclass correlations.
Statistical package for social sciences (SPSS) was used to conduct each analysis.
Demographic Survey
Results of the demographic survey (see Table 1) were used to assign (N=9) rater
membership to either the expert or novice group. Expert raters (n=4) were certified for a
minimum of 5 years (M= 108.25 months (9.02 years), range= 78 to 156 months (6.5 – 13 years),
SD=33.96). They also self-reported a minimum of 5 years’ experience (range= 5 – 18 years)
regularly working with severe problem behaviour (n=4) (item 2, item 3, item 4; Appendix B).
Experts reported experience with more than 20 clients (n=4) and an average of 2.2 different age
groups (item 6; Appendix B). Finally, experts reported experience working across an average of
3.5 settings, and with clients across two or more different settings as a BCBA (item 5, item 7;
Appendix B). Novice raters (n=5) were certified for an average of 19.60 months (1.63 years),
ranging from 1 to 43 months (0.08 – 3.58 years) (SD= 19.23), and self-reported less than 5 years’
experience supporting individuals with severe problem behaviour. Novice raters had a group
mean of 4.2 age groups treated and 4.25 work settings. All raters (N=9) reported some
experience working with severe problem behaviour. None of the raters reported working in a
hospital setting or with age groups below 12 months old.
Mann-Whitney Test
The Mann-Whitney test was conducted across select items featured in the demographic
survey to identify whether differences between group demographics existed. Short answer
questions were excluded from this analysis.
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The Mann-Whitney is a nonparametric test statistic that explores whether two groups
differ from one another across specified variables (Field, 2018). In sum, the statistic ranks the
scores of each variable within each group from lowest to highest then adds up the sum of those
ranks for each group and compares these sums. The Mann-Whitney is also noted for its ability to
compare two groups of unequal size (Bürkner et al., 2016). If there is a significant difference
(i.e., critical p-value lower than .05) between the two groups’ medians, it would suggest the
samples could potentially represent different entities (Field, 2018). In this case, arguably, two
different clinician samples. Notably, the minimum sample size to discern whether a significant
difference exists between two groups is eight (Fay & Proschan, 2010). Thus, a large U value may
not be atypical or unexpected because this study’s sample size exceeds the minimum by only one
(Nachar, 2008). Of note, two survey items featured multiple selections; (1) age groups treated,
and (2) current or previous work settings. Therefore, I calculated the sum of selections for these
items before running the analysis.
Results of the Mann-Whitney test using data from the demographic survey are displayed
in Table 2. Results suggest that expert and novice groups were significantly different in the
number of years certified, and years of experience supporting individuals with severe problem
behaviour. The group medians did not appear to differ significantly across the following four
demographics, (1) number of clients they supported post-certification, (2) regularity of working
with clients who engaged in severe problem behaviour, (3) number of age groups treated, and (4)
number of current or previous work settings.
Cronbach’s Alpha
Cronbach’s alpha is a measure of internal consistency (i.e., error of the tool). The
coefficient is expressed as a number between 0 and 1. Acceptable values range from .75 to .95
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(Field, 2018; Tavakol & Dennick, 2011). A small alpha coefficient (under .70) may indicate too
few items in the tool, while a large alpha coefficient (above .90) may indicate that some items
are redundant and measure the same dimension (Tavakol & Dennick, 2011). Statistical package
for social sciences also generates a coefficient that determines the item-total correlation for each
tool item. This coefficient can help inform researchers of items that may not be applicable and
therefore, should be removed in future iterations. Items with a correlation of less than .30 may
indicate that the item should be removed. Finally, SPSS generates a revised Cronbach’s alpha for
each item if that item is deleted from the analysis (i.e., the tool). The item-total correlation
informs researchers of the contribution of each item to the overall alpha. An outcome wherein an
item, when removed, produces a large increase in the overall alpha may suggest that removing
the item would increase the tool’s internal consistency (i.e., increases the overall alpha of the
tool) (Field, 2018).
Cronbach’s alpha for all items of the tool (N=26) (Cronbach ∝ = .831) suggested good
internal consistency (M=12.97, SD=7.385). The alpha was also calculated separately for each of
the four subscales, frequency (∝=.447), chronicity (∝=.235), intensity (∝=.771), legal and
environmental restrictions (∝=.770). Inspecting the corrected item-total correlation for each item
revealed several questions generated a coefficient below .30, including: question 1, 3a, 9, 10, 12,
and 14 (see Table 3). However, deleting these items did not result in a meaningful increase in the
alpha, which may justify retaining them in the tool. Table 3 reports the corrected item-total
correlation and Cronbach’s alpha if deleted for each item.
Reliability
The intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) is a widely used reliability statistic for
dichotomous, ordinal, interval, and ratio variables with more than two raters (Hallgren, 2012;
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Portney & Watkins, 2008). Intraclass correlation identifies the extent rater’s results of a measure
can be replicated by identifying the degree of correlation between raters (Koo & Li, 2016).
Although several reliability statistics exist, this statistic provides both the degree of
correspondence and agreement between two or more raters (Koo & Li, 2016; Portney &
Watkins, 2008). Another relevant statistical feature of this method is that groups do not need to
be equal (Portney & Watkins, 2008). This statistic yields a reliability value between 0 and 1;
with zero representing chance reliability and one representing perfect reliability. Although there
is no standard for acceptable reliability values, it is generally agreed that an ICC value above .90
can indicate excellent reliability (Field, 2018; Koo & Li, 2016).
This study employed the two-way model (commonly referred to as Model 3; Portney &
Watkins, 2000) because all raters experienced both conditions. The mixed model accounted for
the specific selection of raters in a nonrandomized order. I calculated four ICC values, (1) novice
rater no tool, (2) novice rater tool, (3) expert rater no tool, and (4) expert rater tool (see Table 4).
There was no formal statistical test of differences comparing the ICC values across no tool and
tool conditions within groups. However, Cumming and Finch (2005) describe a visual analysis
of confidence intervals (CI) (also called ‘inference by eye’) that can be helpful in facilitating a
fulsome results analysis in the absence of running formal statistical tests. Intraclass correlation
values and their corresponding CIs are illustrated by Figure 2, complete with error bars depicting
CIs, supporting the results analysis and related discussion content.
The coefficient for novice raters in the no tool condition was r=.781, 95% CI [.582, .903].
This value was lower than the coefficient for novice raters in the tool condition (r=.860), 95% CI
[.733, .938]. Similarly, the coefficient of expert raters in the no tool condition (r=.803), 95% CI
[.610, .913] was lower than the coefficient of expert raters in the tool condition (r=.912), 95% CI
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[.825, .961]. In reviewing these coefficients, the value associated with novice raters in the no tool
condition (r=.781), 95% CI [.582, .903] was lower than the coefficient of expert raters in the no
tool condition (r=.803) 95% CI [610, .913]. Although the tool condition was associated with
higher coefficients for both groups, there appeared to be a larger increase across the no tool and
tool conditions for the expert raters (r=.803 to r=.912), 95% CI [610, .913], [.825, .961]
respectively; compared to novice raters (r=.781 to r=.860) 95% CI [.582, .903], [.733, .938].
Figure 2 provides a visual of this difference. With regards to CIs, the range was markedly
smaller in the tool access condition for both groups (novice 95% CI [.733, .938]; experts 95% CI
[.825, .961]) compared to the no tool condition for novice and expert groups (95% CI [.582,
.903], 95% CI [.610, .913] respectively).
Social Validity
Results of the social validity questionnaire are depicted in Figure 3 (see legend on Table
5). Mean and median values for each rater group are displayed in Table 6. Five of the nine raters
agreed that the tool was easy to use. When comparing group responses, expert rater responses
reflected better social validity compared to novice group responses. The final question was open
ended and asked raters if there was some case scenario characteristics missing which may have
improved the tool. Raters suggested adding items in the tool to address, (1) the timeline of
problem behaviour, and (2) more information about previous interventions that were
implemented (if applicable).
Discussion
The results appear to support the value that my severity tool may have in terms of
classifying severe problem behaviour. However, given this is the first iteration, I interpreted my
results with caution while generating discussion content and tentative conclusions. I will discuss
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the results of my study in the order corresponding to my hypotheses. I will begin with discussing
the internal consistency of the tool, followed by reliability, group membership outcomes, and
finally, social validity outcomes.
Cronbach’s Alpha
Overall, the alpha coefficient indicated good internal consistency. A fulsome discussion
of the tool’s internal consistency requires consideration of the result in relation to, (1) the sample
size, (2) the consistency of Cronbach’s alpha across the subscales and (3) the complexity of the
term severe.
First, the number of raters may have impacted the calculation of Cronbach’s alpha
(Bujang et al., 2018). Namely, Bonett’s formula, commonly used to determine the ideal rater
sample size required to produce an accurate alpha, indicated 12 as the optimal number of total
raters. This calculation was conducted post hoc because I had prioritized adhering to an optimal
sample size for the ICC analysis; given evaluating reliability was the main purpose of my study.
Despite the fact that the sample size for the alpha statistic was less than optimal, the tool still
produced an acceptable alpha coefficient. It may, therefore, be reasonable to conclude that the
items in this tool may contribute meaningfully. Thus, the tool may hold promise for the
classification of severe problem behavior. I would suggest future researchers consider recruiting
a larger sample size to achieve optimal power.
Alphas by Subscale
Although I observed an acceptable alpha, it is possible the outcomes were an artifact of
the larger number of items in the tool (26). That is, a large number of items in a tool can increase
the likelihood of generating an acceptable alpha (Field, 2018). To explore this consideration, I
calculated Cronbach’s alpha for each of the subscales. The subscales Intensity and Legal and
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environmental restrictions, which were comprised of 11 items each, revealed moderately lower
values (∝=.771 and ∝=.770 respectively) than the overall alpha. This could suggest that the
tool’s internal consistency was not an artifact of the number of items. That is, a moderate alpha
was generated for these two subscales, even though they were comprised of less than half of the
tool items (i.e., 11 items vs. 26 items).
Of note, two of the four subscales, comprised of only two items each, (Frequency and
Chronicity) releveled noticeably lower alpha values (∝=.447 and ∝.235 respectively). Many
authors have described problems with evaluating the alpha of a two-item tool, specifically that it
may underestimate (sometimes substantially) internal consistency. This could lead to
misinterpretations (Eisinga et al., 2012; Sijtsma, 2009). Therefore, it may have been
inappropriate to analyze and report two-item scale with this statistic. However, I did this because
it is common to report subscale alpha values when evaluating first iterations of tools (Aman &
Singh, 1985; Rojahn et al., 2001). Further, the well-established ABC initially reported subscales
with alpha values ranging from r= –.13 to r=.52 (Aman & Singh 1985). They opted to use a
Pearson correlation for their analysis and have since demonstrated values that are much higher
than those obtained in their original assessment of the ABC. This could suggest that my tool
could be very promising; considering it, arguably, outperformed the first iteration of the ABC –
which went on to be a well-established, commonly used problem behaviour rating tool.
Analyzing the tool by generating alpha values for each subscale may have produced
outcomes that corroborate the idea of severity as a complex construct comprised of multiple
components (Blenkush, & O'Neill, 2020; Emerson, 2001; Lowe et al., 2007). This alleged
severity complexity may be another reason the tool’s value should be judged based on overall
alpha, rather than alpha values obtained by its individual components (i.e., subscales). Further, a
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good quality tool may be characterized by its capacity to measure different dimensions of the
same construct (Field, 2018). So, the overall alpha may indicate that the tool is measuring many
separate, but complimentary, dimensions. In short, I may tentatively conclude that the overall
alpha suggests all tool items are valuable and relevant for their collective purpose (i.e.,
classifying severity).
Finally, it is important to reiterate that the weighted items were informed by the literature
(see Appendix E). I did not explore or analyze the weighting specifically. Given the main
purpose of this paper was to evaluate reliability, it may be helpful for future research to explore
the weighting of the tool.
Reliability
There were several interesting outcomes. First, the reliability coefficients observed in the
tool condition of the current study exceeded those of established scales such as the ABC (r=.63)
(Karabekiroglu & Aman, 2009), BPI (r=.74) (Rojahn et al., 2013), and the Repetitive Behavior
Scale – Revised (RBS-R) (r=.67) (Lam & Aman., 2016). These authors conducted a comparison
on the ICC values of the severity components of these scales. The results showed reliability
values varied from r=.65 to r=.80. The current severity tool may have facilitated rater reliability
(across both groups) that exceeded those observed across other scales. This could suggest that it
could offer a relatively reliable classification of severity. Of note, the raters featured in the
studies listed above (Karabekiroglu & Aman, 2009; Lam & Aman., 2016; Rojahn et al., 2013)
typically used a wider range of clinician raters (without a specific certification or education
level) which may have been partially responsible for producing more modest reliability values.
Second, I observed a difference between ICC values generated in the novice no tool
condition compared to the expert no tool condition. It is possible that expert raters were slightly
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more reliable when reporting severity in the no tool condition. These results align with existing
literature evaluating a competence assessment tool (Weck et al., 2011). That is, the authors found
that expert rater responses were initially more reliable than novice raters before the tool. Danov
and Symons (2008) also found that experts were considerably more reliable compared to the
novice group when visually inspecting functional analysis graphs.
Third, I had expected access to the tool to minimize reliability discrepancy across groups.
However, the difference in reliability values using visual analysis across the groups got
minimally larger in the tool condition (no tool r=.02 versus tool access r=.05). Regardless,
according to raw coefficients I observed a modest increase in reliability for both groups when
raters were given access to the tool to classify severity. Without the tool, the novice group just
met the required value for good reliability (.75 – .90; Liljequist et al., 2019), accompanied by a
wide CI (see Figure 2). By contrast, with the tool, I observed a score that fell well within the
good range (.86), accompanied by narrower CI which could suggest I can be more confident that
the CI includes the ICC coefficient compared to the no tool condition (Cumming & Finch, 2005).
Tool access for the expert group resulted in a categorical shift from good to excellent reliability
(> .90; Liljequist et al., 2019), alongside a narrower CI (see Figure 2). These results align with
previous research. Specifically, Carballo-Fazanes et al. (2021) evaluated an objective test to
report fundamental motor skills and found expert rater reliability improved more so than novices.
Similarly, O’Hara and Rehm (1983) evaluated the reliability of reporting depression using a
rating scale. They found that the expert rater group was more reliable compared to novice
undergraduate raters. It is possible that expert BCBAs may have had more experience using
structured assessment tools (Jensen-Doss & Hawley, 2010), and this contributed to the larger
increase in reliability across conditions.
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Another possible explanation for the lower reliability of novice raters may have been that
they needed more detail (e.g., examples, definitions) across items to fully benefit from tool
access. Specifically, items 2, 5, 5a, 6, 6b, 12, and 18 included examples, while all other items on
the tool did not. Although, it is common among other similar tools and scales (e.g., ABC) to
include items with and without examples, most of the items in my tool with examples were
associated with higher item-total correlations ranging from r=.286 to r=.851. Thus, future
research should investigate the effects on reliability when examples are included across all items
of the tool. Doing so may generate further improvement in reliability within novice raters such
that final reliability values align more closely with expert raters’ reliability.
Discussing Confidence Intervals Outcomes
No tool and tool access conditions for the expert group showed a commonly accepted
standard of more than 40% overlap across error bars (see Figure 2) (Cumming & Finch, 2005).
Therefore, further visual analysis was used to compare groups and conditions given statistical
models to compare ICC are not readily available. Visual analysis of Figure 2 depict some
similarities across groups (novice and expert) and conditions (no tool and tool access). That is,
the narrower CIs observed in the tool condition could suggest that members of each group were
responding more similarly compared to responding in the no tool condition. The upper and lower
CI values may also be noteworthy. Specifically, the range of CIs for the novice raters (95% CI
[.582, .903]) and expert raters’ 95% CI [.610, .913] in the no tool condition indicated that the
genuine ICC value could have fallen between the moderate to good category. By contrast, the
upper and lower bounds of the CIs were all within the good reliability category for both groups
(novice 95% CI [.733, .938]; experts 95% CI [.825, .961]). This could suggest that the difference
in rater performance across groups was relatively minor, while also suggesting the improved
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performance within groups may have been genuine. It is important to note that these
interpretations are tentative given narrower CIs could be partially explained by correlations
between the paired scores. Future research should conduct more rigorous designs (i.e., control vs.
treatment group; cross-over) to corroborate the patterns observed in the current project.
Demographic Survey
My results are only as valid as the precision with which the demographic survey
classified raters. That is, incorrectly assigning group membership would be extremely
problematic in terms of the entire study. Thus, a fulsome discussion requires reflecting on
relevant considerations related to the demographic survey and ultimately group assignment.
Currently, there is limited published literature addressing the criteria for classifying a
behaviour analyst as an expert with severe problem behaviour. Therefore, I used content from
The Behavior Analyst Certification Board (2017) and information from other related fields to
develop the demographic survey (Chen et al., 2016; Villalobos, et al., 2014).
It is likely that I observed a significant difference in years’ experience and years’ certified
because these were heavily emphasized (Chen et al., 2016; Villalobos, et al., 2014). The
Behavior Analyst Certification Board (2017) suggests that newly certified BCBAs should
receive supervision from a BCBA with a minimum of 5 years post certification. This
recommendation, combined with information from other related disciplines meant that rater
responses to all featured questions informed group membership; however, responses to years of
experience and years certified ultimately determined rater placement (see e.g., Hmelo-Silver &
Pfeffer, 2004; Saini et al., 2017; Westerman, 1991).
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Possible Rationale for Non-Significant Differences.
All raters self-reported having worked in more than two settings. Interestingly, when the
medians of groups were compared, novice raters reported experience in more work settings than
experts. However, the difference was not significant. One possible explanation may be the
growing demand for behaviour analysts across settings (Behaviour Analyst Certification Board,
2020). That is, behavior analysts with more than 5 years’ experience may have had fewer setting
options when looking for work, compared to newer behavior analysts. Annual job postings for
behaviour analysts have increased from 798 to 33, 996 over the past 10 years (from 2010-2020)
(Behavior Analyst Certification Board, 2021). Namely, healthcare, educational services, social
assistance, insurance carriers, and public administration are among the settings with a growth in
demand for behaviour analysts (Burning Glass Technologies, 2015) (Industry classifications
followed the North American Industry Classification System; NAICS) (Statistics Canada, 2017).
Hiring practice literature on this topic suggests the demand for behaviour analyst positions have
more than doubled between 2012 and 2014 (Burning Glass Technologies, 2015). Considering
that the expert groups’ median of years certified was 8.2 years (i.e., certified by 2012), while the
novice median was 1.5 years (certified by 2019), it may not be surprising that novice raters,
certified more recently, had opportunities to work in more diverse settings.
The self-report feature of the demographic survey may partially explain some of the nonsignificant outcomes. That is, items inquired about general experiences (i.e., Which of the
following best describes your work experience working to decrease severe problem behaviour?)
rather than specific clinical experiences (i.e., Which of the following best describes how
frequently you support clients that engage in persistent, life threatening and dangerous problem
behaviour?). Katowa-Mukwato et al. (2014) found that the correlation between medical students’
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actual experience and their overall self-perceived confidence was low (.55). By contrast,
perceived confidence of specific medical procedures and actual experience with those medical
procedures were noticeably higher (.82). Thus, it is possible that adjusting the survey questions
to inquire about specific clinical experiences, as opposed to general experience with severe
problem behaviour may help to improve the demographic survey. Future research should explore
whether adjusting the items in this way produces more distinct (or significant) differences across
groups on currently non-significant items.
To better understand rater’s experience with severe problem behaviour I had to use the
term severe in survey item 3. This may have introduced additional biases (see Existing Tools and
Subjective Reporting Limitations). Biases associated with self-report (Donaldson & GrantVallone, 2002; Finney et al., 1998; Floyd et al., 2005; Hajiaghamohseni et al., 2020) may have
negatively affected the likelihood of obtaining significant results on this item. One possible
solution could be to provide several examples of severe cases alongside this item. Another
possibility is to replace the term sever with other synonyms or commonly used terms to describe
hard to serve cases (e.g., highly dangerous, life threating, excessive).
Given the goal of my severity tool is to address inconsistencies associated with the term
severe, it is possible that the final tool (after several iterations) could help clinicians more
accurately reflect on and report their own experience with severe problem behaviour.
Specifically, future researchers may consider investigating whether raters’ self-report changes
before and after using the severity tool. If changes in self-report are observed this could suggest
improved accuracy in self-identifying their scope. In practice, using this tool could possibly
encourage clinicians who are not regularly working with truly severe cases to seek appropriate
supervision when presented with severe client cases that exceeds their skill set.
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Limitations of the Mann-Whitney Analysis
The number of raters for this study minimally exceeded the required sample size (8) to
complete a Mann-Whitney analysis. In addition, distributions were not normal (Fagerland &
Sandvik, 2009; Nachar, 2008), therefore, the results should be interpreted with caution. It is
possible that these limitations impacted the likelihood of identifying a significant difference
between two groups. Alternatively, this could mean that any observed significant differences
(e.g., years serving clients with severe problem behaviour) may indicate the groups are
considerably different. That is, the significant outcomes may be quite meaningful.
Thorough analysis of the demographic survey went beyond the scope of the current
study. However, future researchers may consider featuring a larger number of raters to explore
the value of each demographic survey item, as well as the complete survey in its capacity to
reliably classify expert versus novice clinicians. Given the field of behavior analysis is growing
at a rapid pace to meet the demand for behaviour analysts, experience and mentorship is often
overlooked in an effort address this deficit (LeBlanc, 2015). Research projects targeting the
establishment of firmer criteria for distinguishing expert and novice clinicians may be important
in retaining the integrity of the field. It may be especially helpful to identify opportunities for
mentorship when a clinician is operating outside of their scope of practice.
Social Validity
Overall raters scores suggest they felt the tool was a good measure to classify problem
behaviour. Raters across both groups uniformly rated usability and applicability highest. The fact
that expert raters generally appraised the tool more positively across all items compared to
novice raters seems to align with existing literature. Specifically, Jensen-Doss and Howley
(2010) measured clinician attitude ratings across three evidence-based assessment tools. They
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evaluated the ratings of doctoral-level clinicians and psychologists, master’s-level clinicians, and
non-psychologists. Authors found that doctoral-level raters expressed more positive ratings
across all social validity categories. Bjaastad et al. (2019) also reported that more experience
using standardized tools may lead to more positive attitudes towards similar tools. With regards
to practicality, it is possible that experts rated the tool more positively on this item because they
have more lived experience in relation to the variability that exists in reporting severity. Or
experts may have more experience with comparable tools, which lead them to rate similar tools
more positively (Bjaastad et al., 2019)
Practical Applications
The novelty of this tool limits immediate application in the field, and more investigation
regarding reliability and validity analyses are warranted. However, there are some areas wherein
this tool may be most applicable. First, the tool could be used to improve triaging. That is, it may
offer a way to insert objectivity to justify treatment allocation. Lwu et al. (2010) highlight that
clinical stakeholders and other nonexpert staff may be responsible for allocating treatment
funding and awarding treatment beds. Given these individuals may not understand the
complexity or needs of each client, a more objective severity measure, such as the one proposed,
could help clarify the expectations. This severity tool may offer a method of qualifying an
individual’s need or suitability for a program. A second application may be having clinicians
complete the tool to better understand their scope of practise. That is, whether client problem
behaviour severity warrants additional support or supervisory training. Brodhead et al. (2018)
discusses that although clinicians may have similar coursework or designation (e.g., BCBA) their
coursework does not guarantee competence in all course content. The authors go on to discuss
that experience with different severities of problem behaviour may also be considered different
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scopes of practice. When a client case does exceed the scope of competence for the clinician, it is
recommended that the clinician seek additional support or supervision to intervene effectively.
This may provide quantitative evidence that a client’s problem behaviour exceeds their scope
and may serve as support for the clinician to recruit a supervisor with more expertise supporting
individuals with severe problem behaviour. Finally, researchers may use this tool and reference
the severity score in their published articles. This may help others to identify relevant
participants for the replication of successful procedures. That is, participants with similar
problem behaviour severity profiles.
Limitations of a Pre-post Design
The current research design is relatively weak and vulnerable to several threats to internal
validity, including testing, maturation, and history. Although these threats can make it difficult to
establish a causal response, I felt common interval validity threats may not have unduly
influenced the results for several reasons.
First, given the large number of scenarios raters were exposed to, testing effects could
have confounded the results. That is, reliable responding observed in the tool access condition
may have been an artifact of having evaluated so many scenarios in the previous (no tool)
condition. However, the scenarios were presented in random order for each condition.
Additionally, content featured in scenarios was drawn directly from behavioural literature. Raters
would have had exposure to this type of material on an ongoing basis by simply accessing
journal articles. Moreover, raters did not receive feedback regarding whether a scenario was
informed by a paper that designated the case as severe or not. Therefore, it may be unlikely that
repeated exposure to the scenarios featured in the study could have somehow confounded
reliability across conditions. Another consideration of testing effect was the lack of
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counterbalancing. Although I randomized the presentation of the scenarios within each
condition, I could not counterbalance scenarios across the two conditions within the context of a
pre-post design. That is, rater 1 could not see different scenarios than rater 2 across conditions
because then reliability could not be evaluated. Further, counterbalancing conditions was not
possible. That is, if I conducted the tool condition first for some raters followed by the no tool
condition, I could not control if information from the tool would influence their responses in the
no tool condition that followed. Finally, other validated tools in the literature such as the ABC
used similar methodology during tool development (Lehotkay et al., 2015). Although it is
unlikely that testing effects unduly influenced my outcomes, future research could conduct two
no tool conditions, prior to a tool condition, to determine whether reliability remains stable
across the two conditions with no access to the tool (i.e., baseline).
Second, although maturation can be difficult to control for in the context of a pre-post
design study, median time to study completion was three weeks. Therefore, it is unlikely that a
period this brief could have unduly influenced the results. Fourth, regarding history as a
confound – all raters were Ontario-based clinicians and completed the study during one of the
five months of COVID-19 lock down. Therefore, it may be reasonable to conclude that any
influence historical events associated with COVID-19 could have had were minimized.
However, this event may further limit generality given conducting future research evaluating
updated tool iterations will likely not recruit raters who will be completing the study during a
pandemic lock down.
Finally, although designs incorporating randomization are often considered the gold
standard for establishing causal evidence (Gopalan et al., 2020) a pre-post design was likely
more appropriate in the current context. This is in part because they are commonly employed
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across tool evaluation research; especially for early iterations of tools (Carballo-Fazanes et al.,
2021; O’Hara & Rehm, 1983; Wagner et al., 2007)
There have been reported limitations with the ICC analysis. Specifically, that it is not a
universal analysis, the statistic assumes normality, and the estimates are dependent on the range
of the scale (i.e., tool; Müller & Büttner, 1994). Authors highlight that the careful selection of the
ideal method for an analysis will help to avoid and address these limitations. The selection of the
ICC was well suited for the sample size, dichotomous variables, and methods. I carefully
followed a selection procedure outlined by Portney and Watkins (2008) which features a flow
chart identifying specific components of the study elements to determine the appropriate
reliability analysis. With this considered, ICC was the best suited method to compare the
consistency of rater agreement. Notably, various authors evaluating standardized tools have
employed ICC as the initial analysis to inform reliability of raters and planning of future
iterations (Carballo-Fazanes et al., 2021; O’Hara & Rehm, 1983).
General Strengths
Despite the limitations mentioned above, there are several noteworthy strengths. First, I
balanced and randomized the scenarios in each condition by generating 30 severe and 30 non
severe scenarios and randomly assigning 10 severe scenarios (from a possible 30) to each
condition and 10 non severe scenarios (from a possible 30) to each condition. This meant that
scenarios were not presented uniformly and ensured raters saw equal number of severe and not
severe scenarios.
Second, I generated a large number of scenarios for raters to review (i.e., offered a large
number of observations). This circumvented the need to recruit large numbers of raters for the
purpose of evaluating the first iteration of this tool. I established maximal power for statistical
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reporting by incorporating a large number of observations (20) per participant, thus justifying a
smaller sample size (Bujang & Baharum, 2017).
Finally, raters were recruited from across Ontario and the content in each of the scenarios
came directly from participant profiles in behaviour analytic publications. At times, existing
literature evaluating a tool’s reliability has featured a group of clinician raters from the same
agency while using existing client cases as testing material (case scenarios) (Rojahn et al., 2001;
Paclawskyj et al., 1997). These study features may introduce a host of confounds that were not a
problem for the current study.
Future Research
The results of this study were promising, and therefore there are several opportunities for
future research. First, a more rigorous research design should be implemented to corroborate the
outcomes of the current project. For example, a group design with a control group or a grouped
multiple baseline design such that one group experiences the no tool and tool condition, while
the other group experiences two no tool conditions before a tool access condition. These designs
may help to control for the threat of testing. A second avenue for further research would be
establishing a reliable cut-off to determine which raw score on the severity tool would need to be
observed for a case to be classified as severe. Third, recruiting raters from different professions
that allocate funding and triaging (e.g., insurance providers or casework managers) may help to
establish the utility of this tool in justifying treatment and funding allocation. Finally, research is
warranted to explore the validity of the tool to ensure it is evaluating the right behaviour
dimensions to achieve an objective severity report.
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Conclusion
The results of my study suggest the current iteration of the tool achieved good internal
consistency. Although expert raters showed higher reliability in the no tool and tool conditions,
both rater groups showed a meaningful improvement in reliability upon accessing the tool.
Finally, all raters evaluated the tool with high social validity. While the study showcases several
important strengths, including, balanced and novel stimuli, a high number of observations and a
comparison of well classified rater groups; study limitations were primarily small sample size
and a pre-post design. Although there is further work to be done to establish the final iteration of
this tool, these preliminary results (i.e., my study results) are encouraging.
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Figure 1
Flowchart of Procedures

Demographic
survey

Expert

Novice

Classify 20 case
scenerios as severe or
not severe without tool
access

Classify 20 case
scenerios as severe or
not severe

Classify 20 case scenerios
as severe or not severe
with tool access

Classify 20 case scenerios
as severe or not severe
with tool access

Complete social
validity
questionnaire

Complete social
validity
questionnaire

Note. First set of case scenarios will be different scenarios than the second set.
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Table 1
Rater Demographic Results
Ratio of raters (N=9)
Rater demographic
Novice (n=5)
Years Certified
< 1 year
≥ 1 year but <3 years
≥ 3 years but <5 years
≥ 5 years but < 7 years
≥ 7 years but <10 years
≥ 10 years
Regularity working with severe problem behaviour
Never
Limited (less than 5 client cases)
Regularly (more than 5 client cases)
Years of experience supporting severe problem behaviour
< 1 year
≥ 1 year but < 2 years
≥ 2 years but < 5 years
≥ 5 years but < 10 years
≥ 10 years but < 15 years
≥ 15 years but < 18 years
≥ 18 years
Number of clients supported throughout their BCBA
< 5 clients
≥ 5 clients but < 10 clients
≥ 10 clients but < 15 clients
≥ 15 clients but < 20 clients
≥ 20 clients
Age groups treated a
< 1 year
≥ 1 year but < 2 years
≥ 2 years but < 5 years
≥ 5 years but < 10 years
≥ 10 years but < 15 years
≥ 15 years but < 18 years
≥ 18 years but < 61 years
≥ 61 years
Current or previous work settings a
Intervention center (i.e., 1:1 treatment room,
playroom, lunchroom)
In client home (Private home)
Group Day program (i.e., large room with more than
5 clients, community center)
Group Home (i.e., Common areas with individual
overnight bedrooms)
Large, supported accommodation residence (e.g.,
institution)
School classroom (this also includes segregated
classrooms if it is considered school property)
Hospital (i.e., Hospital beds, nursing, and medical
staffing on site, integrated with other typically
developing patients)
Secured unit (e.g., dual diagnosis treatment facility,
correctional facilities)

Novice Mdn

2
2
1
1
1
3
1
3
1
2
1
2

18 months

Regularly (more
than 5 client
cases)

≥ 5 years but <
10 years

≥ 15 clients but
< 20 clients

2
5
5
4
3
2
-

Mdn= 5.00
M= 4.20

Experts (n=4)
1
2
1
4
1
2
1
4
3
3
3
4
3
1

5

3

3
1

3
1

-

1

2

2

-

-

-

1

Raters could select multiple selections for this demographic.

Mdn = the median

99.5 months

Regularly
(more than 5
client cases)

≥ 10 years but
< 15 years

>20 clients

Mdn= 4.50
M= 2.20

3
Mdn= 2.00
M= 4.25

Note. The dash (-) indicates that none of the raters were assigned to that demographic.
a

Expert Mdn

Mdn= 3.00
M= 3.50
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Table 2
Results of Mann-Whitney
Rater Demographic

Mann-Whitney U

P-value

Years Certified

20.00

.016

Years of experience supporting severe problem
behaviour

19.50

.016

Number of clients supported throughout their BCBA

16.00

.109

Regularity working with severe problem behaviour

14.00

.413

Age groups treated

9.50

.905

Current or previous work settings

15.00

.286
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Table 3
Corrected Item-total Correlation and Cronbach’s Alpha by Item
Corrected
item-total
correlation

Cronbach’s
alpha if item
deleted

Tool’s
Cronbach ∝

1. Direct observation data exists indicating
problem behaviour(s) occur…
2. Direct observation data exists indicating
problem behaviour(s) last, uninterrupted
(e.g., tantrums) … a
3. Previous treatment(s) has decreased problem
behaviour(s)…
3a. Have more than two different interventions
been applied with no decreases in problem
behaviour(s)?
4. Does the intensity of problem behaviour(s)
render conducting an FA extremely unsafe?
5. Client engages in problem behaviour(s) that
result (has resulted) in tissue damage?
(e.g., swelling, bleeding, bruising, redness) a
5a. Has problem behaviour(s) resulted in tissue
damage lasting more than 30 seconds?
(e.g., redness on skin remains longer than
30-seconds) a
6. Is there permanent tissue damage due to
problem behaviour(s)? (e.g., ‘cauliflower’
ear; damaged vision) a
6a. Has there been documented physical trauma
or observed consistent damage within the
last two months?
6b. Is there physical evidence of healed
injuries/lacerations as a result of engaging in
problem behaviour(s) (this can include
outward aggression/ property destruction
resulting in an injury, i.e., breaking a window
causing lacerations; in addition to self-injury)
(e.g., scarring, toughened and calloused
skin) a
6c. Has problem behaviour(s) resulted in
documented staff injury that required medical
attention (excluding first aid).
7a. Is protective gear worn by staff?

.248

.830

.831

.411

.824

.831

.424

.823

.831

.209

.836

.831

.384

.826

.831

.613

.818

.831

.651

.817

.831

.427

.823

.831

.593

.814

.831

.561

.816

.831

.309

.830

.831

.473

.821

.831

7b. Is protective gear worn by the client?

.347

.826

.831

8. Has as problem behaviour(s) resulted in
property damage?
8a. If yes, what is the estimated value of the
destroyed property?
9. Is there evidence of past legal repercussions
due to problem behaviour(s)? (i.e., court
document or restraining orders for arrest,

.206

.832

.831

.339

.827

.831

-.101

.839

.831

Items
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freedoms significantly limited due to
sexualized behaviour targeting vulnerable
populations)
10. Is there evidence of previous assault
charges because of engaging in problem
behaviour(s) (pending or otherwise)?
11a. Is the client’s living space confined to home
or designated space by locks (either to
outside or other areas of the home)
11b. Do others live in the home, however, they
lock their own living spaces to ensure their
own safety?
12. Are speciality building materials required in
client residence? (e.g., reinforced drywall,
lexan/safety glass; floor standing stainless
steel toilets) a
13. Is 2:1 or more staffing complement required
for behaviour management?
14. Is there evidence of past expulsions from
one or more learning or residential
placements due to problem behaviour?
15. Has access to day programs been denied
due to problem behaviour?
16. Do healthcare consultations occur at the
residence to avoid having to go into the
community?
17. Do community outings occur less than once
per month due to the probability of problem
behaviour(s) placing community members at
risk? (not including riding in a vehicle
wherein the client does not exit the vehicle to
enter a community setting)
18. Are family members or caregivers unable to
engage in typical community activities due to
the client’s problem behaviour(s)? (e.g.,
vacations, swimming pool, visiting the library,
going out for dinner) a

Note. a Item included an example.
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.018

.833

.831

.484

.822

.831

.319

.828

.831

.286

.829

.831

.348

.826

.831

.183

.831

.831

.435

.824

.831

.511

.822

.831

.638

.827

.831

.612

.818

.831
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Table 4
Intraclass Correlation Results
90% Confidence interval
Condition
ICC

Lower bound

Upper bound

No Tool

Novice
Expert

.781
.803

.582
.610

.903
.913

Tool Access

Novice
Expert

.860
.912

.733
.825

.938
.961

Note. Results of the ICC across all conditions and rater groups
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Figure 2
Intraclass Correlations with Confidence Intervals
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Note. The error bars represent the upper and lower bounds of the 95% confidence intervals for
each ICC calculation. Both conditions are represented on the x-axis while the difference of each
group is plotted by the datapoints on the far-right.
The line at the centre of the data point more accurately identifies the ICC value.
The closed circles represent expert raters, while the closed triangles represent novice raters.
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Expert Raters

Figure 3
Results of Social Validity Questionnaire

Likert Rating
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Note. Table 5 outlines the question associated with each category name on the x axis.
Strongly disagree =1, disagree = 2, neutral = 3, agree = 4, and strongly agree = 5.
Closed circles represent expert raters and closed triangles represent novice raters.
The solid horizontal lines represent the grand mean across all raters.
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Table 5
Social Validity Questionnaire Legend
Question
This tool was easy to use.
This tool could be easily applied to categorize/classify
severity using information provided in published
participant descriptions.
This tool could be incorporated into publication practices to
promote the consistent application of the term ‘severe’
across articles.
This tool would be useful to achieve an objective
measurement of severity.
The questions in this tool are applicable to the severity of
problem behaviour.

Category Name
Usability
Application in Research

Application in Publication
Objectivity
Applicability of tool Items

Note. A five-point Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree was used for
raters to indicate their experience with the tool.
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Table 6
Novice and Expert Means for Social Validity Items
Category Name
Usability
Application in Research
Application in Publication
Objectivity
Applicability of Tool Items

Novice
M
3.4
3.6
3.8
4
4.2

Expert
Mdn
4
4
4
4
4

M
4.5
4.25
4.25
4.25
4.25

Note. Strongly disagree =1, disagree = 2, neutral = 3, agree = 4, and strongly agree = 5.

Mdn
4.5
4
4
4
4
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Appendix A
Case scenarios
Case 1
Amy is a 15-year-old girl admitted to an institutional care facility for severe aggression and
property destruction. Amy is diagnosed with Autism and Severe Developmental Delay. She
engages in property destruction that has previously resulted in damages to walls, furniture and
windows. Property destruction usually includes forceful contact between body parts (i.e., kicking
and punching) and surfaces, as well as throwing objects. She also engages in aggression towards
others, including open handed hits, pushing, spitting, and kicking. She was expelled from her last
two schools where she consistently engaged in property destruction (at least two instances per
minute) for over 2 hours. Her problem behaviour has resulted in peers and staff requiring
medical assistance (e.g., emergency room visits). Staff use protective equipment (e.g., helmets)
at the onset of Amy’s behaviours. Amy requires a 2:1 staffing ratio. Staff are trained to restrain
Amy when her behaviours result in severe harm to others. Amy’s family reported problem
behaviour in the home result in periods of confinement to the basement to protect her parents and
siblings. Amy participated in two previous functional analysis. FA outcomes were
undifferentiated and resulted in minor staff injury because applying designated consequences did
not reliably stop the behaviour. Amy’s does not participate in any social or community programs,
and her skill acquisition has been stagnant because she is often too aggressive to engage in skills
training. She communicates using 2-3 word sentences and often engages in repetitive vocal
stereotypy.
Case 2
Joey is a 7-year-old boy diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorder. He can vocally imitate some
sounds but communicates primary with modified sign language. Joey attends intensive behaviour
intervention for 30 hours. He is currently working on early programming targeting imitation and
receptive identification skills. Therapists are also working to reduce instances of problem
behaviour, which occur approximately 4 times/hour but are described as quite intense. Joey also
engages in motor stereotypy, as well as restrictive behaviours around routine. When others
interrupt his routine, he will engage in aggression towards staff or family members so that he can
complete the routine. Sometimes his routines can take up to 15 minutes to complete. For
example, he will remove every book from the shelf and touch the first page before returning it to
the shelf. Joey’s aggression includes kicking, scratching and biting. Staff have made requests for
additional support during behaviour reduction protocol to prevent injury. Joey’s aggression has
resulted in staff injury in the form of bruises and scratches requiring first aid. Some staff have
reported they have permanent scarring as a result of being scratched by Joey. Staff report that
Joey will participate in session for long periods without engaging in aggression. They report that
functional communication training has resulted in some improvement in instances of aggression,
however every instances of aggression lasts at least 15 seconds and at times, appears to ‘come
out of nowhere’. Joey’s parents have reported that he seldom engages in aggression at home,
however when he does – he typically targets his siblings.
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Appendix B
Demographic Survey
Are you a Board Certified Behaviour Analyst?
☐ Yes ☐ No
Do you have experience working with severe problem behaviour?
☐ Yes ☐ No
If you answered yes,
Which of the following best describes your experience working to decrease severe
problem behaviour?
☐ Never ☐ Limited (less than 5 client cases) ☐ Regularly (more than 5 client cases)
Please describe your average case of severe problem behaviour:
How many years of experience do you have supporting individuals with problem
behaviour?
☐ less than one year ☐ 1-2 years ☐ 2-5 years ☐ 5-10 years ☐ 10-15 years ☐ 15-18 years
☐ over 18 years
What has been your involvement in supporting clients with challenging behaviour? (e.g.,
frontline implementer, assisting behaviour analyst, supervising behaviour analyst)
How many clients have you supported throughout your tenure as a BCBA?
☐ 5 or less ☐ 6-10 ☐ 11-15 ☐ 16-20 ☐ 21+
What age groups have you treated? Check all that apply
☐ 12 months or younger ☐ 1-2 years ☐ 2-5 years ☐ 5-10 years ☐ 10-15 years ☐ 15-18 years ☐
over 18 years – 60 years ☐ 61+
What setting best describes your current or past workplace(s) as a BCBA?
☐ Intervention center (i.e. 1:1 treatment room, play room, lunch room)
☐ In client home (Private home)
☐ Group Day program (i.e. Large room with more than 5 clients, community center)
☐ Group Home (i.e. Common areas with individual overnight bedrooms)
☐ Large supported accommodation residence (e.g., institution)
☐ School classroom (this also includes segregated classrooms if it is considered school
property)
☐ Hospital (i.e. Hospital beds, nursing and medical staffing on site, integrated with other
typically developing patients)
☐ Psychiatric hospital or ward
☐ Secured unit (e.g., dual diagnosis treatment facility, correctional facilities)
☐ Other (Please specify):
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Appendix C
Severity Tool
Client name/ Case number (from case scenario):
Instructions: To complete the tool, read each question and select whether the client meets
the criteria for options provided. Only select one score for each question. Each question
must be answered to complete the tool. Pending the completion of all questions researchers
will calculate the overall sum value which will determine the client’s rating of severity for
their problem behaviour.
A. Frequency
1. Direct observation data exists indicating the
target behavior occurs….
2. Direct observation data exists indicating the
target behavior lasts, uninterrupted (e.g.,
tantrums) ….
Frequency section Total:

1/day to
1/hour
(0)

1/min to
3/min
(1)

Less than 30 min
(0)

B. Chronicity
3. Previous treatment has decreased the target
behaviour….
3a. Have more than two different interventions been
applied with no decreases in target behaviour?

More than 3/min (or
> 20% conditions)
(2)
More than 30
minutes
(1)
/3

More than 80%
(0)
No
(0)

Less than 80%
(2)
Yes
(2)

Chronicity section Total:

/4

C. Intensity
Functional Analysis
4. Does the intensity of the target behaviour render
conducting an FA extremely unsafe?

No
(0)

Yes
(2)

Physical Damage

No

Yes

5. Client engages in behaviours that result (has
resulted) in tissue damage?
(e.g., swelling, bleeding, bruising, redness)
5a. Has the target behaviour resulted in tissue
damage lasting more than 30 seconds? (e.g.,
redness on skin remains longer than 30-seconds
6. Is there permanent tissue damage due to target
behaviour?

(0)

(1)

(0)

(1)

(0)

(2)
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(e.g., ‘cauliflower’ ear; damaged vision, scarring)
6a. Has there been documented physical trauma or
observed consistent damage within the last two
months?
6b. Is there physical evidence of healed
injuries/lacerations as a result of engaging in the
behavior (this can include outward aggression/
property destruction resulting in an injury, i.e.,
breaking a window causing lacerations; in
addition to self-injury)?
(e.g., scarring, toughened and calloused skin)
6c. Has the target behaviour resulted in documented
staff injury that required time away from work?
7. Is protective gear worn…
7a. …by staff?
7b. …by the client?

(0)

(2)

(0)

(2)

(0)

(2)

No

When the
bx occurs

Ongoing

(0)
(1)
(0)
(1)
Physical damage subsection total:

(2)
(2)
/4

Property Damage
8.

Has the target behaviour resulted in property
damage?

No
(0)

8a. If yes, what is the estimated value of the
destroyed property?

$0 to $750
(0)

Yes
(2)
$751-$1500
(1)

$1500 +
(2)

Property damage subsection total:

/4

Intensity section total:

/20

D. Legal and Environment Restrictions
Legal
9. Is there evidence of past legal repercussions due to
target behaviour?
(i.e., court document or restraining orders for arrest,
freedoms significantly limited due to sexualized
behaviour targeting vulnerable populations)
10. Evidence of previous assault charges because of
engaging in problem behaviour (pending or
otherwise)

No

Yes

(0)

(2)

(0)

(1)
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Legal subsection total:

Residence Restrictions

/3

No

Yes

(0)

(1)

(0)

(1)

(0)

(1)

(0)

(2)

11. Is the client’s living space confined...
11a. to home or designated space by locks
(either to outside or other areas of the home)
OR...
11b. others live in the home, however they lock
their own living spaces to ensure their own
safety?
12. Are speciality building materials required in client
residence? (e.g., reinforced drywall, lexan/safety
glass; floor standing stainless steel toilets)
13. Is 2:1 or more staffing complement required for
behaviour management?

Residence Restrictions subsection total score:

Community and Resource Access
14. Is there evidence of past expulsions from one or
more learning or residential placements due to
challenging behaviour?
15. Has access to day programs been denied due to
challenging behaviour?
16. Do healthcare consultations occur at the residence to
avoid having to go out into the community?
17. Do community outings occur less than once/month
due to probability of challenging behaviour placing
community members at risk? (not including riding in
a vehicle wherein the client does not exit the vehicle
to enter a community setting)
18. Are family members or caregivers unable to engage
in typical community activities due to the client’s
problem behaviour?
(i.e., vacations, swimming pool, visiting the library,
going out for dinner)

/5

No

Yes

(0)

(1)

(0)

(1)

(0)

(1)

(0)

(1)

(0)

(1)
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Legal and Environment Restrictions section total:
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/5
/13

Summaries of Totals
Frequency

/3

Chronicity

/4

Total

Intensity
Functional Analysis
Physical Damage
Property Damage

/20
/2
/14
/4

Legal and environmental restrictions
Legal
Residence restrictions
Community and Resource Access

/13
/3
/4
/5
/40
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Appendix E
Social Validity Questionnaire
Participant number: __________________
Severity Tool Evaluation Form
(Post-Likert 1-5 & open ended)
1) This tool was easy to use.

☐ Strongly agree 1
☐ Agree 2
☐ Neutral 3
☐ Disagree 4
☐ Strongly disagree 5

2) This tool could be easily applied to
categorize/classify severity using
information provided in published
participant descriptions.

☐ Strongly agree 1
☐ Agree 2
☐ Neutral 3
☐ Disagree 4
☐ Strongly disagree 5

3) This tool could be incorporated into
publication practices to promote the
consistent application of the term ‘severe’
across articles.

☐ Strongly agree 1
☐ Agree 2
☐ Neutral 3
☐ Disagree 4
☐ Strongly disagree 5

4) This tool would be useful to achieve an
objective measurement of severity.

☐ Strongly agree 1
☐ Agree 2
☐ Neutral 3
☐ Disagree 4
☐ Strongly disagree 5

5) The questions in this tool are applicable to ☐ Strongly agree 1
the severity of problem behaviour.
☐ Agree 2
☐ Neutral 3
☐ Disagree 4
☐ Strongly disagree 5
6) Are there some participant characteristics
that you feel are missing, that would
improve the tool?
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